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Abstract
Resource-shared clusters between users on various computing frameworks such as Dryad, Hadoop,
and Spark are becoming a hot trend mainly due to the lower costs offered when input data are
shared among separated clusters. However, the performance of such resource-shared clusters
relies on data locality, which is directly related to the overhead of the communication network.
Due to this issue, we decided to study the scheduling methods to achieve an optimal solution
for data locality, enabling a better performance of applications on the resource-shared clusters
while still ensuring the fairness. Our first approach was based on the Linear Programming
algorithm, while the second one was adopted from the graph algorithm - Min Cost Max Flows.
To demonstrate the applicability of our solutions, an experimental study was carried out, using
various workloads consisting of multiple Hadoop and Spark applications. The results showed
that our approaches improved the performance of these workloads, namely 1.67 times faster
than conventional static partition and 1.49 times faster than fair sharing methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Instead of using private clusters for different frameworks such as Dryad[1], Hadoop[2] and
Spark[3], public resource-shared clusters like Mesos[4] have become popular due to many advan-
tages. First, the utilization between applications is improved since sharing enables statistical
multiplexing. Second, a resource-shared clusters also allows applications to share access to large
datasets that may be too costly to replicate across clusters.
While the scheduler of public clusters determines how many resources are allocated to each
application, the application is responsible for which resources to be assigned to which tasks
and when. Different resource assignment options can lead to significantly different outcomes in
terms of scalability, performance, and so on. As the size of a cluster grows, the network can
bottleneck if the assignment resources are not placed closely to the application’s input data.
Therefore, the schedule is an important aspect in the resource-shared cluster.
Many studies relating to improvement of the scheduler’s performance have been conducted.
Some examine all of the cluster states to determine the most suitable resource for in-coming
applications, such as Quasar [5] and Quincy[6]. Quasar uses classification to determine the re-
source state that meets the application’s requirement with the minimal contention by a greedy
scheduler without considering data locality. For every scheduling event, classification and the
greedy search was repeated, which could lead to overhead on the really large cluster. In addition,
Quincy formulates scheduling as a cost optimization problem that accounts for preferences with
respect to locality, fairness, and starvation-freedom. However, Quincy just improves schedul-
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2ing throughput but not latency, and utilizes the whole node resource assignment for just one
application.
In this study, we suggested that the optimization of the resource assignments could be archived
by maximizing data locality. Two techniques based on Linear Programming(LP) [7] and Min
Cost Max Flows(MCMF) [8,9] were employed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, the feasibility of data locality on job
performance is analyzed. Background and direction for archiving data locality public clusters
is presented in Chapter 3. Afterwards, our methods and performance evaluation are presented
in Chapter 4 and 5, respectively. In Chapter 6, works most relevant to ours are compared and
a conclusion is presented.
Chapter 2
Data Locality
Data locality stands for the technique that implements the application in the place where its
data resides. One data set is divided into some number of small blocks that will be stored across
the data nodes in HDFS[10]. When one job or application is executed on those clusters, the job
will also be divided into smaller tasks that will be implemented concurrently on different nodes.
If the data is not available on the same node where the task is being performed, the data needs
to be transferred over the network and would require more cost. Therefore, data locality is an
essential factor for job performance.
In this chapter, we discuss how data locality affects application’s performance by running some
of the same single applications on two different clusters and comparing the results. The first
test cluster consisted of one name node and four data nodes, and every single application was
run directly on these nodes. The second test cluster had one name node and four data nodes,
and an additional of four more nodes in which applications were run on a remote control to
the HDFS. Each node was configured by GenuineIntel processors that have two sockets with 16
cores and an available local memory of 30 GB. Each application was run with 8 GB and 32 GB
input size.
The block size of HDFS is 128 MB, and the replication factor is three. For Hadoop, the amounts
of memory configured for a map task, a reduce task, and a node manager are 1GB, 2GB, and 16
GB, respectively. The default values are used in the case of Hadoop configuration parameters.
Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate the results of direct running and remote-control running for
3
4Grep, Sort and Word Count. The experiment results show that the running time of the remote-
control running is always lower than direct running. Furthermore, the difference between two
running-time lines in Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, become more obvious when input size increases.
In fact, the difference in running time between the two methods for 32 GB input size is nearly
two times higher than that of 8 GB input. Due to this significant difference between the direct
and remote control methods, we decided to optimize data locality in the allocation application
on the resource-shared clusters as an attempt to improve the cluster’s performance.
Figure 2.1: Data locality of Sort
5Figure 2.2: Data locality of Grep
Figure 2.3: Data locality of Wordcount
Chapter 3
Background Theory
3.1 Linear Programming (LP)
LP[8], also known as linear optimization, was developed during World War II to solve the
complex planning problem relating to the optimization of a linear objective function. George
Danntzig [11] was the first researcher to develop the Simplex method in order to optimize the
programming problem with a linear structure. The standard form of a linear program can be
expressed as:
Minimize c1x1 + c2x2 + . . . + cnxn = z
Subject to a11x1 + a12x2 + . . . + a1nxn = b1
a21x1 + a22x2 + . . . + a2nxn = b2
...
am1x1 + am2x2 + . . . + amnxn = bm
x1, x2, . . . , xn ≥ 0.
In LP, c1, c2, . . . , cn, a11, a12, . . . amn are given and z, the expression being optimized, is called the
objective function. If maximization of the objective function is desired instead of minimization,
the sign of c1, c2, . . . , cn will be reversed. Variables x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn are known as decision
variables, and their values are subject to m + 1 constraints ( m line constraints and their
boundary). A feasible point is where a set of x1, x2, x3, . . . xn satisfies all the constraints and
the feasible region is the set of all such points. As a result, the solution of the LP must be a
6
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point in the feasible region.
A linear program can take many different forms. We have minimized or maximized problems
depending on the objective function, as in the formula shown above. In linear algebraic form,
the problem can be written as:
Minimize
n∑
i=1
c1x1 = z
Subject to
n∑
i=1
aijxi = bi, j = 1, . . . ,m
x1, x2, . . . , xn ≥ 0.
In matrix form, a linear program becomes:
Minimize z = cTx
Subject to Ax = b
x ≥ 0.
where c = (c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn)
T , b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn)
T , and x = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn) are column
vectors, and are named as coefficient vector, right-hand side vector and solution vector, respec-
tively. cT stands for the transposition of column vector c, and A is an m×n matrix. Any linear
program can be expressed into an equivalent linear program in the standard form. As further
qualification, the following applies:
• If we have an inequality constraint ai1x1 + . . . + ainxn ≤ bi, i ∈ {1,m}, then we can
transform it into the equality constraint by adding a non-negative slack variables, say t,
such that: ai1x1 + . . . + ainxn + t = bi and t ≥ 0, i ∈ {1,m}
• Similarly, if we have an inequality constraint ai1x1 + . . .+ ainxn ≥ bi, i ∈ {1,m} then we
can transform it into an equality constraint by adding a non-negative surplus variables,
say t, such that: ai1x1 + . . . + ainxn + t = bi and t ≥ 0, i ∈ {1,m}
There are two popular methods to solve LP problems with regards to simplex and interior
methods[12]. The simplex passes from the vertex to the vertex on the boundary of the feasible
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polyhedron, and then repeatedly increases or decreases the objective function until either an
optimal solution is found or no solution exists. Linear programs in many variables are solved
using the simplex method on modern computers due to their high efficiency in practice. Con-
versely, the interior point methods[13], developed by Leonid Khaciyan in 1979, is the ellipsoid
method used to solve the problem in polynomial time.
3.2 Min Cost Max Flows (MCMF)
The minimum cost flow problem [8, 14] is a concept of minimizing the cost required to deliver
the maximum amount of flow possible in the network. It is also known as one extension of the
maximum flow problem but adding the constraint on cost per flow for each edge on the graph.
A flow network is a directed graph G = (V, E) defined by a set of V vertices or nodes and a
set of E edges (arcs). Each edge (i, j) ∈ E has capacity uij and an associated cost cij which
denotes the maximum amount that can flow on that edge together with the cost per unit flow.
Each vertex v furthermore has a demand bv ∈ R. If bv ≥ 0 then v is known as a source, and if
bv < 0 then v is called a sink. Figure 3.1 shows the network parameters explicitly.
Figure 3.1: Min cost Max Flows graph
The minimum cost flow problem asks for flows on arc (i, j), xij that conserve the flow at each
vertex, respect the upper and lower bounds (uij and 0, respectively), and minimize the overall
cost. Formally, the optimal solution for a minimum-cost flow of G can be found using the
following optimization problem:
Minimize
∑
cijxij , ∀i, j ∈ E
Subject to bi − bj =
∑
xij −
∑
xji ∀i, j ∈ E
0 ≤ xij ≤ uij , ∀i, j ∈ E
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There are four popular algorithms to solve the MCMF problem including cycle canceling [15],
successive shortest path[14], relaxation[16, 17] and cost scaling[18]. While cycle canceling, or
ignoring the cost function first, computes the max flow solution and then uses a cycle guarantee
as an overall solution to decrease cost, the successive shortest path algorithm maintains cost
optimization at every step, repeatedly selects a source, and sends flows to sink along the shortest
path. Similar to the successive shortest path, the relaxation solution augments the flow from
source nodes along the shortest path but consider the dual problem. Cost scaling not only
decreases the cost but also maintains feasibility using some slack variable. If N is the number
of nodes, M is the number of arcs, C is the largest arc cost and U is the largest capacity,
and the complexity of cycle canceling, successive shortest path, cost scaling and relaxation are
O(NM2CU), O(N2Ulog(N)), O(M3CU2) and O(N2Mlog(NC))
Chapter 4
Methodology
In this section, we present how to formulate LP and MCMF to solve allocation on resource share
clusters. Figure 4.1 depicts the process of using LP and MCMF for scheduling applications on
public clusters. First, the block input information of these applications were extracted. Second,
this information were converted to the form that LP and MCMF can use before applying these
methods to find an allocated solution. Finally, the application will be executed on the above
allocation on share resource clusters.
Figure 4.1: Process of using LP and MCMF
To formulate the LP and MCMF, information for the application input that we need to collect
is the number of blocks each application has allocated in one node. Let us assume that J
applications (jobs) will run at the same time on K nodes on resource shared clusters. Let us
call Bj the number of input blocks of a job j
10
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4.1 Linear Programming (LP)
Let us call dbk the distance from a block b of a job j to certain node k.
• dbk = 0 if block b stored on node k
• dbk = 1 if block b stored on one node which is on the same rack with node k
• dbk = 2 if block b stored on one node which is on different rack with node k
For a job j, let us call Tjk the value to estimate the sum of the distance of each block b of job j
to node k
• Tjk =
∑Bj
b=1
∑K
k=1 djk
• K is the total number of nodes
• Bj is the total number of blocks of job j
• dbk is the distance a block b of job j to node k
• Djk = TjkBj is the average distance from every block b of job j to node k
Input: BJ×1
Output: Matrix DJ×K
initialization;
for j = 1→ J do
for k = 1→ K do
Djk = 0
for b = 1→ Bj do
Djk = Djk + dbk
end
Djk =
Djk
Bj
end
end
Algorithm 1: Computing D
Algorithm 1 illustrates the steps to compute Djk. Let us call xjk is the binary value that
decide if the job j could be executed on node k or not. If xjk equals 1, the application j will
be implemented on node k, otherwise, it will not be allocated on node k. In addition, N will
be denoted as the maximum number of nodes that application can execute, and A will be the
4.1. Linear Programming (LP) 12
maximum number of applications running on one node .The linear programming problem will
become:
Minimize
J∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
Djkxjk = z
Subject to
K∑
k=1
xjk = N. ∀j ∈ {1, J}
J∑
j=1
xjk = A ∀k ∈ {1,K}
Let us use one simple example. Considering that we have two jobs (J = 2) and 4 nodes (K = 4)
on the same rack, and the location information is shown in Figure 4.2. In this example, we
have:
T11 = 2 + 1 = 3, T13 = 2, T14 = 1 + 2 = 3
T21 = 1, T22 = 2
Therefore,
D11 =
3
4
, D12 = 1, D13 =
1
2
, D14 =
3
4
D21 =
1
2
, D22 =
1
2
, D23 = 1, D24 = 1
Assume that N = 2 and A = 1. Our LP will become:
Minimize
2∑
j=1
4∑
k=1
Djkxjk = z
Subject to
4∑
k=1
xjk = 2. ∀j ∈ {1, J}
2∑
j=1
xij = 1 ∀k ∈ {1,K}
xjk ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ {1, J}, k ∈ {1,K}
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Or
Minimize D11x11 + D12x12 + D13x13 + D14x14 + D21x21 + D22x22 + D23x23 + D24x24 = z
Subject to x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 = 2
x21 + x22 + x23 + x24 = 2
x11 + x21 = 1
x12 + x22 = 1
x13 + x23 = 1
x14 + x24 = 1
x11, x12, x13, x14, x21, x22, x23, x24 ∈ {0, 1}
Or
Minimize
3
4
x11 + x12 +
1
2
x13 +
3
4
x14 +
1
2
x21 +
1
2
x22 + x23 + x24 = z
Subject to x11 + x12 + x13 + x14 = 2
x21 + x22 + x23 + x24 = 2
x11 + x21 = 1
x12 + x22 = 1
x13 + x23 = 1
x14 + x24 = 1
x11, x12, x13, x14, x21, x22, x23, x24 ∈ {0, 1}
The optimized solution of the above problem is z = 94 where x11 = 0, x12 = 0, x13 = 1, x14 =
1, x21 = 1, x22 = 1, x23 = 0, x24 = 0. In our linear programming, we have a total of N+J+N×J
constraints. In our experiment, we used CPLEX[19] to solve the problem.
4.2 Min Cost Max Flows (MCMF)
We define our problem based on the graph in Figure 4.3 with bi = N if vertex i represents the
job and bi = −A if vertex i stands for the node. Figure 4.4 is the standard form view of MCMF
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Figure 4.2: Block distributed of two jobs
in our problem . In this figure, sink s and source t are added. The capacity and cost from sink
s to job i will be bi or N and 0, respectively. The value of the capacity and cost from node i to
t will equal −bi or A and 0, respectively.
Figure 4.3: MCMF allocation graph
Figure 4.4: Standard form of MCMF allocation graph
Chapter 5
Evaluation
5.1 Experiment Setup
Our methods were evaluated on a small cluster composed of one master and 39 slave nodes.
Each node were configured by Intel Xeon(R) E5530 2.40 GHz processors that had two sockets
with 8 cores multi threading and an available local memory of 20 GB. Six workloads shown in
Table 5.1 were used for validation. These workloads can be divided into three types, those with
only Hadoop instances, only Spark instances and a combination between Hadoop and Spark
instances.
Because LP and MCMF attempt to find the global solution, their allocation solution for the
given input information must be similar in both cases. To study how allocation can affect
the performance of applications on shared resource clusters, we measured the runtime of each
application with the allocation of LP and MCMFs solutions and with the allocation of static
and fair sharing methods. Since the runtime of each application is different, we had to maintain
the environment by running the finished applications repeatedly until the last application in
the batch finished. The input sizes of each application are shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3
Overall, HDFS is shared between each user. The block size of HDFS is 128 MB and the
replication factor is just one. For Hadoop, the amounts of memory configured for a map task, a
reduce task and a node manager are 1 GB, 1 GB, and X GB, respectively, with X defined as 16
GB divide by the maximum number of applications on one node, in this case, X will be 8 GB
15
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Table 5.1: Workloads composed of multiple applications
Workloads Hadoop Application Spark Application
WL1 Pi, Sort, Grep, Word count
WL2
Pi, Sort, Grep, Wordcount, TeraSort,
TeraGen, PageRank, enhanced DFSIO
WL3 Rpi, Sort, Wordcount, TeraSort
WL4
Rpi, Sort, Wordcount, TeraSort,
Rpi, Sort, Wordcount, TeraSort
WL5 Sort, Wordcount Sort, Wordcount
WL6 Pi, Sort, Grep, Wordcount Rpi, Sort, Wordcount, TeraSort
Table 5.2: Input size of Hadoop Applications used
Size(GB)
Pi
Sort 63 GB
Grep 64.7 GB
Wordcount 64.7 GB
TeraSort 63 GB
TeraGen
PageRank
Enhanced DFSIO read/write 30 GB
(our method) . For static partition, 16 GB for node manager. For Fair Sharing, it depends on
the number of applications (if four applications, 4 GB for node manager, if eight applications,
2 GB each application). For Hadoop configuration parameters and Spark set up, the default
values are used.
5.2 Experiment result
While Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the result of only Hadoop applications with three different
methods, Figures 5.3 and 5.4 depict three-way allocation of only Spark application. Figures
5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the running time of 3 approaches when running a combination of Hadoop
and Spark applications. As seen from these figures, running time on Pi, Rpi, Teragen in three
different methods were not significantly different. Data locality has little impact on these appli-
cations as they are computing intensive. In contrast, the differences for Sort, Grep, Wordcount,
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Table 5.3: Input size of Spark Applications used
Size(GB)
Rpi
Sort 63 GB
Wordcount 64.7 GB
TeraSort 63 GB
Terasort, Pagerank and Enhanced dfsio were obvious. For these intensives, which were shown
in Table 5.4, data locality profoundly affects Sort, Grep, Wordcount, Terasort, PageRank and
enhanced dfsio. Data locality is truly the main factor for performance improvement.
Figure 5.1: 4 Hadoop applications
Figure 5.2: 8 Hadoop applications
Using LP and MCMF, a workload composed of four Hadoop applications has better performance
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Figure 5.3: 4 Spark applications
Figure 5.4: 8 Spark applications
Figure 5.5: The combination of 2 Hadoop and 2 Spark applications
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Figure 5.6: The combination of 4 Hadoop and 4 Spark applications
Table 5.4: The Characteristic of Applications
Intensive
PiRpi CPU
Sort IO read & write
Grep IO read
Wordcount CPU & IO read
TeraSort IO read & write
TeraGen IO write
PageRank CPU & IO read and write
Enhanced DFSIO IO read and write
compared to fair sharing (1/4) and static partition with 37 % and 47 %, respectively. Similarly,
the performance of a workload composed of eight Hadoop applications including Pi, Sort, Grep,
Wordcount, TeraSort, TeraGen, PageRank and enhanced DFSIO improved 49 % and 67 %
compared to fair sharing(1/8) and static partition, respectively. LP and MCMF also have
better performance in a workload composed of four Spark applications compared to fair sharing
(1/4) and static partition with 45 % and 48 %. The performance of a workload composed of eight
Spark applications including RPi, Sort, Wordcount, and TeraSort with LP and MCMF improved
45.80 % and 48.9 % compared to fair sharing(1/4) and static partition, respectively. The
performance of a workload composed of two Spark applications and two Hadoop applications
including Sort and Wordcount which used LP and MCMF improved 31.73 % and 45.41 %
compared to fair sharing(1/4) and static partition, respectively. It is the same in a workload
composed of four Hadoop and four Spark applications, which improved 36 % and 48% faster
than fair sharing (1/8) and static partition, respectively.
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Both LP and MCMF have their own advantages. On one side, LP is faster on the condition
that no new applications will arrive. MCMF, however, requires longer running time to map
the input into graph format and then extract the solution. On the other side, MCMF takes an
advance in dynamic scheduling because its graph state was already obtained and can be reused
when the new application arrives.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary of Thesis Achievements
In this work, we enhanced data locality on resource - shared clusters by implementing LP
and MCMF to find the allocation solution. Our experiment result shows that our methods
improve the performance of fair sharing and static partition, up to 49 % and 67 % in the case
of eight Hadoop applications. Our methods can be applied in a really large cluster where input
applications are imbalanced. However, our methods were just implemented on one replica factor
and were assumed that the input file is independent of the applications.
6.2 Future Work
In the future, we will develop our methods for a higher replica, which will benefit in fault
tolerance and also integrate our LP and Min Cost MCMF to Messos, a big resource - shared
cluster framework.
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